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Contents: 1. New Serials.
2. Declared Missing procedures.

New Serials:

American secondary education. LA222 A35
Anthropology and education quarterly. LB45 C67
Arms control today. JX1974 A76924
Business & professional ethics journal. HF5387 B86
Eastern European politics and societies. JN96 A2 E17
Education news. L11 E268
Educational horizons. L11 E37
Educational researcher. L11 A12
Health care management review. RA393 H4
Hospital & health services administration. RA971 H583
International security. JX1901 I67
Journal of gay and lesbian psychotherapy. RC558 J68
J. of multicultural counseling and development. LC3701 J68
Journal of substance abuse. RC563 J67
Quarterly (U. of Northern Colorado Center for Research in Music Learning & Teaching) MT1 Q37

Declared Missing Procedures.

Many subject selectors have received catalog cards stamped "Declared Missing". The Circulation department has officially declared that we no longer hold these titles, and the Catalog Dept. has removed all records from public catalog and OCLC holdings. It is the responsibility of each subject selector to review these titles. No action is necessary if replacements are not needed. If replacement is desirable, and if selector has funds in appropriate allocation, a BRF should be submitted to the Acquisitions Dept., as any other firm order would be submitted.